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Officers:

Election Date: 8-14 Feb 2010
Term End Date: March 2012

CHAIR
NAME: ATHANASSIOS SKODRAS, PROFESSOR
MEMBER #: 4108171
WORK: +30 2610 367522
HOME: 
FAX: +30 2610 367520
EMAIL: skodras@ieee.gr

VICE CHAIR
NAME: KONSTANTINA NIKITA, PROFESSOR
MEMBER #: 40176286
WORK: +30 2610 367522
HOME: 
FAX: +30 2610 367520
EMAIL: knikita@cc.ece.ntua.gr

SECRETARY / TREASURER
NAME: NECTARIOS KOZIRIS, PROFESSOR
MEMBER #: 3459112
WORK: +30 210 7721531
HOME: 
FAX: +30 210 7721292
EMAIL: nkoziris@cslab.ece.ntua.gr

MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
NAME: NIOVI PAVLIDOU, PROFESSOR
MEMBER #: 8061194
WORK: +30 2310 996387
HOME: 
FAX: +30 2310 996312
EMAIL: niovi@eng.auth.gr

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
IEEE Region 8

NAME: IOANNIS STEPHANAKIS, Dr
MEMBER #: 1094945
WORK: +30 210 6115798
MOBILE: +30 697 4468602
FAX: 
EMAIL: stephan@ote.gr

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
NAME: ANASTASIOS BEZERIANOS, PROFESSOR
MEMBER #: 40235446
WORK: 
HOME: 
FAX: 
EMAIL: anastasios.bezerianos@gmail.com

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
NAME: ATHANASSIOS KAKAROUNTAS, Dr
MEMBER #: 41336296
WORK: 
HOME: 
FAX: 
MAIL: a.kakarountas@gmail.com

AWARDS
NAME: CONSTANTINE VOURNAS, PROFESSOR
MEMBER #: 7584840
WORK: +30 210 7723598
HOME: 
FAX: +30 210 7723659
EMAIL: vournas@power.ece.ntua.gr

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
NAME: KOSTAS KARPOUZIS, Dr
MEMBER #: 90194746
WORK: +30 210 772 4051
MOBILE: +30 693 7233899
FAX: +30 210 772 2492
EMAIL: kkarpou@image.ece.ntua.gr

GOLD Coordinator
NAME: NIKOLAS SKLAVOS, Dr
MEMBER #: 90194746
WORK: +30
MOBILE: +30
FAX: +30
EMAIL: nsklavos@ieee.org

Membership:
Affiliate Active 81
Associate Member Active 77
Fellow Active 16
Graduate Student Member Active 294
Life Fellow Active 3
Life Member Active 14
Life Senior Active 8
Member Active 1016
Senior Member Active 99
Student Member Active 338
Total Active 1946

Date of above results by using SAMIIIE: 6 April 2010

Meetings: 20

Activities in the near future:
A. Outstanding Engineer Award
B. Young Scientists' Corner Initiative (i-YSC)
C. Meet a Successful Leader Initiative (i-MSL)
D. Members' Professional Expertise Directory Initiative (i-MED)
E. Career Advisory Desk Initiative (i-CAD)
F. One Student Branch per University Initiative (i-OSB)
G. Distinguished Lectures – Technical Lectures

Best practices: Digital Systems Short Course (Blended-Learning)

Topics to be discussed in Riga: Cross-national Joint Activities